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Event representations in relational databases

Process-oriented data mining (process mining) uses algorithms and data (in the form of event logs) to construct models that aim to provide insights into organisational processes. The quality of the event log data (both form and content) presented to the modelling algorithms is critical to the success of the process mining exercise.

However, these event logs are frequently extracted from databases, as typical business information systems do not provide process data in the necessary format. Event data recorded by information systems is often stored in relational tables with records connected through key relationships. References to cases and events are only implicitly available and have to be identified, extracted from the raw data and converted into flat event logs.

Event data can be encoded in multiple fashions in relational data and any database column with a datetime datatype is a pointer to event data. However, a general framework for constructing events from relational data is still missing. This thesis focuses on creating an exhaustive list of possible event representations in relational databases so that future event log extraction can be supported or even automated.

The thesis can be written in either English or German language.
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